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If the sense of rotation is that which exists in a cyclone, the two deflective forces are additive, as stated above, and the gradient velocity is given by the general equation,
T   u v = ±^/- — + (rw sin <£)2 - no sin <£,                     (A)
in which the sign of the radical remains to be determined.
But obviously v = 0 when dp/dn = 0, as there can be no wind without a pressure gradient, from which it follows that the sign of the radical is positive, and that actually
v = */- -p + (no sin </>)2 — rco sin <£.                        (B)
Theoretically this wind at any place is along the corresponding isobar, parallel, roughly, through the first 1 or 2 kilometers of elevation, to the sea-level isobar, and always in such direction that one moving with it will have the lower pressure to his left. It must be distinctly noted, however, that the above equations presuppose absence of friction and the attainment of a steady state. They therefore give the approximate wind velocity and direction only for levels above the appreciable reach of surface turbulence, and even there in the cases only of smooth and regular isobars. Near the surface where the velocity is checked by friction the wind direction is correspondingly deflected toward the region of lower pressure.
In the c.g.s. system of units:
v = centimeters per second.
dp/dn = difference in dynes pressure per square centimeter, per centimeter horizontal distance at right angles to isobars, r = r' sec a; rr = radius of curvature, in centimeters, of wind path at time and place of observation, not distance to the center of the low; a = angular radius (measured from the center of the earth) of the "small circle " along which the wind is moving. Ordinarily r differs from r' by less than 1 part per 100, and therefore, in practice, they may be assumed to have equal values.
p = grams of air per cubic centimeter.
co = angle through which the earth turns per second, 27r/86,164.
sin 0 = natural sine of the angle of latitude.
If the path of the wind is straight (that is, if there is no centrifugal force), the equation for gradient velocity is
dp
_       dn 2cop sin <t>
In anticyclonic regions gradient winds, as explained, obey the equation,
I dp                              y*
,    = 2oov sin 0 — p dn                               r

